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Galil Motion Control has developed
their new Econo Series DMC-21x2, a
lower-cost, smaller-sized version of its
popular Optima Series DMC-21x0
Ethernet controllers. Aside from opto-
isolation and uncommitted analog in-
puts, OEMs now get the same high
performance features of the DMC-
21x0, but at half the price. For exam-
ple, the Econo DMC-2182 eight-axis
controller costs only $1595 in single
quantity, which is 50% less than the
price of the full-featured DMC-2180
Optima controller. Additionally, the
card-level DMC- 2182 measures just
4.25" x 10.75", which takes far less space
than a 12.1" x 2.2" x 6.3" DMC-2180
box-level controller.

Like the DMC-21x0 Optima Series,
the DMC-21x2 Econo controllers are
available in one thru eight-axis formats,
and are configurable by the user for step
or servo motor control in any combi-
nation of axes.

Modes of motion include point-to-
point positioning, jogging, linear and
circular interpolation, electronic gear-
ing, ECAM and contouring. As with
all Galil controllers, the DMC-21x2
provides simple, 2-letter, intuitive com-
mands that enable quick, easy program-
ming with variables, arrays, event trig-
gers and multitasking to handle even
the most complex applications. Other
software tools are available, including
WSDK for servo tuning and analysis,
ActiveX Tool Kit for Visual Basic users, 

and a C-Programmers Tool Kit.
Standard DMC-21x2 features also

include a homing input, forward/re-
verse limits for each axis, 8 uncommit-
ted inputs and 8 outputs for 1-4 axis
models, 16 uncommitted inputs and
16 outputs for 5-8 axis models, encoder
inputs up to 12MHz and auxiliary en-
coder inputs for each servo axis. I/O
expansion is available with Galil’s IOC-
7007 intelligent I/O controller for the
Ethernet. There’s also a 10Base-T
Ethernet port and one 19.2 KB RS232
port with communication drivers avail-
able for DOS, Linux and all current
versions of Windows. Both TCP/IP
and UDP are supported. 

Available as a card-level product

or with DIN-Rail mounting, Galil’s
DMC-21x2 Econo 1-4 axis model
measures just 4.25" x 7.0" while the
5-8 axis controller is 4.25" x 10.75".
Both require +5V and +/-12V power,
and will accommodate a DC-to-DC
converter option that allows input
from a single 18V to 36V supply
voltage. Connections are made to the
controller via a 100-pin high-density
connector for each set of 4 axes. A
96-pin DIN connector option will
be available soon, along with several
mating interconnect boards.

Call Galil at 800-377-6329 for more
information or download complete
specifications at www.galilmc.com/
products/econo/dmc21x2.html.

NEW Low-Cost, Small Size
DMC-21x2 Controller for Ethernet

5-8 axes DIN rail model

1-4 axes DIN rail model
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By Jacob Tal
President, Galil Motion Control

Every system designer knows that
a control system has to be tuned. Tun-
ing, also known as compensation, is
the process where the filter parameters,
(typically PID) are selected to give the
best response.

It is generally agreed that the larger
the PID parameters, the faster the sys-
tem response and, the better the re-
sults. However, this is not absolutely
true. In some systems, a designer may
prefer noise insensitivity at the cost
of slower response, which suggests
that there are several tuning methods
aimed at different objectives.

To help you make the best choice,
we will discuss tuning methods and
their effect. And, to make the discus-
sion most useful, we will refer to the
tuning methods offered by Galil Mo-
tion Control.

To understand the tuning process,
note that the proportions between the
PID elements must be correctly select-
ed to keep the system stable. Once
this is achieved, the PID parameters
can be increased–resulting in a wider
system bandwidth, faster motor res-
ponse and better disturbance rejec-
tion. These are very desirable features
that suggest that large bandwidth is
a good design objective.

On the other hand, high system
gain may interact with the discrete
feedback (encoder pulses are discrete)
in order to result in small vibrations
(also known as limit cycle). These vi-
brations may be totally unacceptable
in applications where absolute stabili-
ty is required. Consequently, a lower
bandwidth is the better choice.

For the best tuning method, Galil 
Motion Control offers their WSDK 

software package which features several
tuning methods including:

1. Crossover Frequency Tuning

2. General Tuning

3. Manual Tuning

4. Point-to-Point Tuning

5. Curve Follower Tuning

The Crossover Frequency Tuning
method is the fastest and is quite

effective. It provides good overall sta-
bility and allows the user to specify
the crossover frequency, which is
similar to the bandwidth (crossover
frequency typically equals 70% of the
bandwidth). This allows the user to
set the degree of responsiveness (the
higher the crossover frequency, the
faster the response).

The main limitation of the Cross-
over Frequency Tuning method is that

Selecting the Best Tuning Method

Figure 1 Crossover Frequency Method

Figure 2 General Tuning Set-up
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it assumes a torque-mode amplifier
drives the motor and the coupling
between the motor and the sensor
is rigid. If these conditions do not
hold, the results are degraded.

A typical screen shot of this
method is shown in Figure 1. Here,
the user selected the crossover fre-
quency as 300 rad/sec. In response,
the program determined the PID
parameters and tested the system
step response.

For systems utilizing other types
of drivers or flexible mechanical
parts, Galil offers the General Tun-
ing method. This program does not
assume anything about the system
hardware and can handle any system.
Here, again, the program provides
good overall stability. The set-up for
the parameter range can be accom-
plished using the WSDK Edit func-
tion, as seen in Figure 2. The tuning
results are given in Figure 3.

For refinement of the PID para-
meters, users can utilize the Manual
Tuning method, as illustrated in
Figure 4. The slides on the right side
allow convenient changes in the PID
parameter values and the step res-
ponse test displays their immediate
effect.

The methods presented in the
above discussion result in good over-
all performance. However, there are
some tuning methods aimed at pro-
ducing a specific goal, including
Point-to-Point Tuning. This is aimed
at finding the PID values that move
a motor rapidly between two points
and get the motor to settle in mini-
mum time. Figure 5 shows the pro-
cess of defining the parameters. Here,
the user specifies the required move,
sets the limits on the PID values and
defines the size of the settling win-
dow. This example shows how the
response error must be one count
or less for four consecutive samples
before settling is achieved.

(Continued on next page)

Figure 3 General Tuning Results

Figure 4 Manual Tuning

Figure 5 Point-to-Point Tuning Set-up
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The tuning results are shown in
Figure 6. Both the motor velocity
and the following errors are dis-
played along with the PID values
and the best settling time of two
samples.

Some designers prefer to select
the PID values that force the mo-
tor to follow a given trajectory as
closely as possible. This is com-
mon in applications requiring
accuracy while moving. Examples
include engravings, water jet and
plasma cutting. Such systems typi-
cally require higher bandwidth
and result in larger PID values.

The Curve Follower Tuning
method addresses this case. Here,
the user defines the magnitude and
frequency of a sinusoidal curve
that must be followed. Figure 7
shows the range of the PID param-
eters. It also forces the motor to
follow a sinusoidal curve of 1000
count magnitude and a frequency
of 2 Hz. The program selects the
best PID values. Figure 8 shows
the value that results in following
errors that are always within 14
counts of the target trajectory.

Figure 6 Point-to-Point Tuning Results

Figure 8 Curve Follower Results

Figure 7 Curve Follower Set-up



By John Hayes
Galil Application Engineer

There are five key benefits of using
Ethernet in motion control–low cost,
ease of use, high performance, flexible
design, and reliability.

First and foremost, Ethernet is a
well-known standard with many years
of success. With the emergence of the
Internet, the TCP/IP protocol has been
used to effectively transmit countless
volumes of data worldwide. It is by far
the most widely used networking sys-
tem in the world, and thus gives rise
to low-cost components and a large
variety of readily available tools.

Ethernet cards and the ability to
connect over Ethernet come standard
on almost all computer systems. This
enables the user to connect to the con-
troller without the need for external
devices or specialty software. The ease
of use and convenience of having an
Ethernet connection already in place,
means the learning curve of hooking
up an Ethernet controller is extremely
small.

Due to the relatively low amount of
overhead for both TCP/IP and UDP,
the throughput of data is extremely
high. 10-BaseT transmits at 10Megabits
per second, while 100-BaseT transmits
at 100Megabits per second. As a result,
downloading programs, sending com-
mands, and checking the status of the
controller happens much quicker than
many other communication protocols.

Ethernet comes in a variety of for-
mats, ranging from simple telephone
type wiring to elaborate Fiberoptic con-
nections (BaseF). This allows the user
to streamline their design based  on the
surrounding environment of the con-
troller. Long cable lengths are also not

a problem and thus controllers can be
situated far from where the PC or oper-
ator interface is located–allowing maxi-
mum flexibility. 

Reliability is ensured through the
TCP/IP protocol and inherent error
detection. Data sent to and from the
controller is guaranteed to reach its
destination, or else it will display an
error message if unsuccessful. This
means if the communication line is cut
or disconnected on accident, the con-
troller will run error routines to alert
the user to the problem. This is accom-
plished by the Ethernet chip’s ability
to transmit data using a format called
CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Detection). This
also allows multiple users to connect to
the network through a common cable.
All devices on this network check for
transmission in progress and if no sig-
nals are present, the transmission is
sent. Collision detection is applied
when two or more devices transmit data
at the same time. In this case they both
stop transmitting, and wait different
amounts of time before attempting to 

retransmit. An acknowledgement is sent
from the receiving device to verify that
the data was successfully received. 

Some motion control designers are
concerned with the delay that is caused
by a collision over Ethernet. This is cer-
tainly a valid point if doing time-critical
events, such as closing the control loop
around a motor. The control loop keeps
track of the position of the motor at all
times and is extremely time-sensitive.
However, Galil’s motion controllers
close the loop internally and do not
rely on Ethernet communication for
time-critical operations. When running
in a localized network with only the
host and controller present, the chances
for a collision with other packets is
practically eliminated. For more infor-
mation on this, please see Application
Note #5439 on Galil’s website: http://
www.galilmc.com/literature/technotes.
html.

In the end, the true benefit of using
Ethernet for motion control applica-
tions is that it allows a low cost, high-
speed connection that is readily avail-
able and very reliable.
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The Benefits of Using
Ethernet in Motion Control

NEW DMC-21x2
Ethernet Controllers

5-8 axes Card-level

1-4 axes Card-level



Many Interconnect Options Available
For Galil’s Optima Series

By Robin Riley
Galil Application Engineer

Galil offers a wide range of interconnect options for its
Optima Series of motion controllers including a standard
ICM interconnect module, custom interconnect solutions
and third-party solutions. Oftentimes, OEMs prefer a spe-
cialized breakout solution that best accommodates size,
cost and complexity constraints.

Standard Interconnect
Main signals for Galil’s Optima controllers are available

on a 100-pin high-density SCSI-type cable. Standard Galil
interconnect modules include the ICM-2900 and ICM-
1900. Both receive the 100-pin cable and break it into
screw terminals for easy connection to such external ele-
ments as encoders, switches and drives. The 80-pin high-
density cable is used for the extended I/O, and connects
to the IOM-1964.

Figure 1. DMC 2080 with CABLE-100, CB-50-100,
CABLE-80, and CB-50-80

High-Density to Ribbon Adaptors
In many cases, standard Galil ICM modules are either

too large or contain signals not required by the user. To en-
able custom breakouts of only the necessary signals, Galil
offers two cable adaptors, the CB-50-100 and the CB-
50-80. These adaptors break the 100-pin and 80-pin SCSI-
type cables into two 50- pins IDC ribbon connectors, re-
spectively. Now the signals can be pulled directly off the

ribbon cables or interfaced to a custom breakout module
designed by the user. Figure 1 shows a DMC-2080 with
the main signals broken out into two 50-pin ribbon cables.
The extended I/O is connected to the CB-50-80.

Figure 2. PCB Connectors

Board-Mount Connector for Custom Interconnect
Galil develops custom interconnect boards as per cus-

tomer specification. Otherwise, the customer can design
their own. The number of signals, footprint, style of con-
nection, and mounting options are all customizable. In
addition, Galil can integrate on-board servo or stepper
drives. For the design of custom interconnect boards,
Galil sells the bare 100-pin female PC board mount con-
nector, as shown in Figure 2, and provides both vertical
and horizontal versions. Mechanical dimensions and pin
layout can be found at the manufacturer site: http://cata-
log.tyco electronics.com AMP part number 2-175677-9.

Eliminating the 100-Pin Cable
For designers that use Galil’s board-level, stand-alone

controllers like the DMC-21x0-CARD or a DMC-21x2-
CARD, Galil will assist in designing an interconnect mod-
ule that connects directly onto the side of the controller,
eliminating the need for the 100-pin cable. This involves a
male straddle-mount (same gender as the cable) connector.
At this point, the designer can route the necessary signals
as required. For more detail on the straddle mount-style
connector, visit the manufacturer’s website at http://prod
ucts.3m.com, part number 101XX-900AJL.

(Continued on next page)
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“Live” Tech Support for Fast Answers to Your Questions
Galil has in residence a full team of dedicated appli-

cation engineers ready to support your project. They
are motion control specialists, each personally trained
by Jacob Tal, President of Galil and renowned expert

in motion control. To receive prompt service from
a “live” Galil engineer, just call Galil 800-377-6329
Mon-Fri 8am-5pm Pacific Standard Time. Or, email
support@galilmc.com. They’re at your service.

Galil’s Tech Support Team. Back row from left to right – Kaushal-Manager, Yanjie, Eric, Chris, Robin, John. Front row from left to right – Jake, Barbara, Todd.

Figure 3.  Phoenix Interconnect Modules

Third-Party Interconnect Modules
Galil works with third-party vendors to produce inter-

connect solutions in a variety of form factors. One such
company is Phoenix Contact. Figure 3 shows three styles
of connectors: a flange-mount Aux Encoder breakout, a
flange-mount Extended I/O module, and a DIN-rail Main
Signal breakout. For detailed information, visit http://
www.galilmc.com/products/accessories/phoenix.html.

For more in-depth information on interconnect options,
View App Note #1447 on Galil’s website at http://www.
galilmc.com/literature/technotes.html.

Galil Motion Control is committed to providing a wide
range of interconnect options to OEMs and end-users, in-
cluding out-of-the-box solutions, board-mount connectors,
and third-party solutions. Additionally, Galil’s Applications
Department provides in-depth technical support. Contact
them at 800.377.6329 or email at support @galilmc.com



Galil Motion Control provides the
best value in high performance motion
controllers by guaranteeing the indus-
try’s lowest prices in minimum quanti-
ties of 100. Galil controllers are ready
for a wide range of applications from
simple point-to-point positioning to
complex coordinated motion using
multiple axes. The product line is com-
prised of packaged, industrial con-
trollers; advanced, multi-axis card-level
controllers; and economical, single-
axis controllers. Galil also provides
accessories that enable you to com-
plete your project quickly. These
include software design tools for quick
and easy setup, tuning and analysis;
and servo amplifiers, motors and
encoders. With over 250,000 con-
trollers in the field, Galil is truly the
leading supplier of motion controllers.

Optima Series–Highest Performance

1-8 axes. Program memory, multitasking, 
up to 64 configurable I/O, sinusoidal 
commutation.

DMC-2200 Series. Ethernet, RS232
DMC-2100 Series. Ethernet, RS232
DMC-2000 Series. USB, RS232
DMC-1800 Series. PCI bus
DMC-1700 Series. ISA bus
DMC-1600 Series. CompactPCI bus
DMC-13x8 Series. VME bus
DMC-1200 Series. PC/104 bus
Econo Series–Lowest Cost

DMC-21x2. Ethernet, RS232, 1-8 axes
DMC-18x2. PCI bus, 1-4 axes
DMC-1425. Ethernet, RS232, 2 axes
DMC-1417. PCI bus, 1 axis
DMC-1416. Ethernet w/amplifier, 1 axis
DMC-1415. Ethernet, RS232, 1 axis
DMC-1412. RS-232, 1 axis
DMC-1411. PC/104 bus, 1 axis
DMC-1410. ISA bus, 1 axis

E-Series–Ethernet 

Distributed Controllers

DMC-3425. Ethernet, 2 axes

IOC-7007. Ethernet, I/O Controller

Software Tools

Drivers for DOS, QNX, Linux and all
current versions of Windows™. Includes
terminal emulator.

WSDK. Servo tuning and analysis soft-
ware including a 4-channel storage scope
for display of motion.

ActiveX™ Toolkit. Custom controls for
Visual Basic®or other ActiveX software.

C-Programmers Toolkit. Provides the
flexibility and control of programming
in C/C++. C libraries and functions.

CAD-to-DMC Translator. Translates an
AutoCAD® DXF file into a DMC con-
troller file.

Delivering the Best Value in Motion Control
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